Compost Training

With special thanks to Mrs. Swiers’ class
Place compost carrier on the end of the table closest to the trash can.
Enjoy your lunch and eat all your fruits and vegetables.
All your fruits and vegetables.
But not the peel.
Save the peel or core and when you are done with your lunch...
Gently place it in the compost carrier.
Compost only raw fruits and vegetables that you have finished eating.

Meat or dairy, not for the compost.

Fruit for the compost
No processed foods.
No oils or animal products.
The goal of composting is to **REDUCE** what goes in the trash can.

If you fill your stomach and have nothing left to compost, yahoo! You have reduced the amount of waste that goes in the trash can.
Once your table has finished filling the compost container put the top on carefully.
Carry with two hands.
Walk outside with a partner.
Open

Closed

Open the side ready for your scraps.

Be strong, the clips are tough.
Dump your container.
Carefully and with help.
We will also add gardening scraps.
Replace the top and head off to the playground.
Store safely on the playground.

Clean it out when you get back to your class and be ready for tomorrow!